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Submit a drainage letter specific to the project site.  Provide a site specific drainage map.- Provide hydraulic calculation of the concrete ditch.- Provide analysis/recommendation on how the concentrated flow from the ditch gets to the curb & gutter.  Depending on the flow this is likely to be a curb chase.  Update the grading and erosion control plan to provide a detailed grading at this location.- This Tank site project is coming in ahead of the roadway infrastructure.  Explain the drainage impacts/planned mitigation in both the interim and final.- Explain how WQ and erosion/sediment control is provided for the site in both the interim and final.
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Submit a drainage letter specific to the project site.
 Provide a site specific drainage map.

- Provide hydraulic calculation of the concrete
ditch.

- Provide analysis/recommendation on how the
concentrated flow from the ditch gets to the curb &
gutter.  Depending on the flow this is likely to be a
curb chase.  Update the grading and erosion
control plan to provide a detailed grading at this
location.

- This Tank site project is coming in ahead of the
roadway infrastructure.  Explain the drainage
impacts/planned mitigation in both the interim and
final.

- Explain how WQ and erosion/sediment control is
provided for the site in both the interim and final.
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Submit a drainage letter specific to the project site.  Provide a site specific drainage map.

- Provide hydraulic calculation of the concrete ditch.

- Provide analysis/recommendation on how the concentrated flow from the ditch gets to the curb
& gutter.  Depending on the flow this is likely to be a curb chase.  Update the grading and
erosion control plan to provide a detailed grading at this location.

- This Tank site project is coming in ahead of the roadway infrastructure.  Explain the drainage
impacts/planned mitigation in both the interim and final.

- Explain how WQ and erosion/sediment control is provided for the site in both the interim and
final.


